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Abstract: In advanced manufacturing technologies (including complex automated processes) and
their branches of industry, perception and evaluation of the object parameters are the most critical
factors. Many production machines and workplaces are currently equipped as standard with high-
quality special sensing devices based on vision systems to detect these parameters. This article focuses
on designing a reachable and fully functional vision system based on two standard CCD cameras
usage, while the emphasis is on the RS 232C communication interface between two sites (vision and
robotic systems). To this, we combine principles of the 1D photogrammetric calibration method from
two known points at a stable point field and the available packages inside the processing unit of
the vision system (as filtering, enhancing and extracting edges, weak and robust smoothing, etc.). A
correlation factor at camera system (for reliable recognition of the sensed object) was set from 84 to
100%. Then, the pilot communication between both systems was proposed and then tested through
CREAD/CWRITE commands according to protocol 3964R (used for the data transfer). Moreover, the
system was proven by successful transition of the data into the robotic system. Since research gaps in
this field still exist and many vision systems are based on PC processing or intelligent cameras, our
potential research topic tries to provide the price–performance ratio solution for those who cannot
regularly invest in the newest vision technology; however, they could still do so to stay competitive.

Keywords: processing in automotive industries; implementation of non-conventional technology;
advanced vision systems for sensing; determination of chosen object characteristic; experimental
analysis of manufacturing processes

1. Introduction

The vision system is a crucial sensor implemented in manufacturing processes to
enlarge its peripheral abilities and possibilities to the Industry 4.0 concept inclusion [1].
Presently, current research in this field shows that the determination of the object’s param-
eters (with 3D view orientation) is possible with the help of at least two single-camera
sensors. The advantage of this principle is the easy implementation to industrial purposes
in order to sense, record, and transmit the obtained picture by an interface such as serial
interface with the connection of a PC, or an additional processing system. Images that we
receive in such a way are subsequently evaluated concerning the necessary information ex-
traction of the relevant sensed product [2]. Usually, after this process, we can subsequently
determine and compile the necessary process data of the sensed object.

This study investigates the classical approaches and techniques for determining nec-
essary sensing object characteristics when randomly oriented products are consistently
moving, for example, by a conveyor at an automated workplace. The principles of calculat-
ing the displacements of two captured pictures using the DIC technique is also known. It is
essential to note that this method is sensitive to the average gray intensity of the images [3].
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However, the intelligent cameras still further support the manufacturing engineering and
simplify it because the image analysis is run directly inside the CCD system [4]. Their
central part usually consists of the processor and the algorithm setting necessary for an
object’s properties determination. As part of the CCD, the system also consists of the image
sensor that can be described as: “the high-quality device that can recognize monochromatic
pictures in resolution, what we need, and with speed what is necessary” (60 per sec, for
example) [5].

Meanwhile, we can produce sharp pictures that increase algorithms’ precision, such as
“edge detection” and “pattern recognition”. The next step consists of reliable information
providing (target coordinates for robotic arm) that are sent to the advanced control system
of the workplace. The final goal is to monitor and ensure the product’s correct grasp.
Moreover, the vision systems demonstrate their irreplaceability when it is necessary to
implement overall correctness for each sensed product (TQM). A good example is imple-
menting an infrared camera system for temperature distribution of the composites [6].
Inspection of the objects, finding the parameters such as color, shape, and so on is their
primary purpose, see Figure 1.
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Due to the application attractiveness, many intelligent camera manufacturers have
broadly comparable parameters [7]. The gradually increasing deployment of vision systems
under the pressure of the emerging market has caused this issue to have been studied
widely [8]. Yet, over the past few decades, their complexity and ability to control processes
and monitor products in an automated production workplace have become attractive to
many global manufacturers [9]. In recent years, the vision systems market has focused
mainly on intelligent cameras with a high frame rate, excellent electrical coverage, and a
powerful digital signal processor in one compact unit. Their advantage is, in particular, a
more straightforward implementation of the application and their increased robustness.
Parameters such as flux viscosity, dipping acceleration, dipping time, and flux stable time
can be investigated using a high-speed camera system and MATLAB data processing [10].

Unfortunately, there are still few solutions focused on affordability and applicability
to the situations where the pallet deployment cannot be used in industry [11]. Our current
research is based in this area, where we try to process the acquired image using a compre-
hensive vision system OMRON F150-3. This system consists of two CCD sensors, which
are placed next to each other [12]. The aim is to improve the existing classical approaches
and techniques by determining some necessary scanning object characteristics. Such a
solution could be developed by us and considered as a price-affordable complex vision
system (compared with company solution) [13].
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This paper intends to show an approach for a simple vision system solution in terms
of price and applicability to several cross-sectoral areas (manufacturing, assembly, and au-
tomotive). Contrary to passive and closed intelligent camera systems, embedded complex
vision systems are significant for most machine vision applications in a small footprint.
They are usually provided as units that deliver extensive processing power suited for
industrial applications [14]. As a result, identification and subsequent navigation of the
robotic arm become optimal and are maintained throughout the entire smooth automated
operation. Nevertheless, some research and primary praxis demonstrated that the CCD
sensor itself usually has, around the lens, a ring of red LEDs that serve as a passive light
source [15]. Ho6ever, additional lighting makes the solution more expensive on the one
hand but increases the versatility and performance of work in the workplace. Despite
this factor, we decided not to use the additional lightning and realize a solution based on
the serial communication interface connected to the robotic arm control system. Different
lighting was not considered, and the system compares the current and saved scene in real
time according to the relevant lighting conditions. One crucial issue in the research of
vision system usage is applied to the smartness, and the fast calibration is mainly followed
for 3D measurement [16]. Therefore, this paper proposes a reachable vision system that
will determine sensed object properties via communication between two CCD sensors, a
processing unit, and a robotic design.

This paper is divided into seven sections: Section 1 offers a review of the current
deployment, research, and customer requirements for the vision system in general, as
well as provides examples for their theoretic implementation. Existing technical solutions
in this area focus on the progressive trends oriented on the various scanned parts to the
sensing, following, and control as a whole. Section 2 deals with the available methods
and procedures responsible for image processing followed by mathematical determination
(epipolar geometry) regarding using 2D or 3D vision systems. Equally, in Section 3, there is
an explanation of the proposed vision system that includes available communication inter-
faces, data transfer, and setup of the vision system itself. Finally, Section 4 consists of the
framework for communication between the vision and control systems of the robotic arm,
based on the communication RS232C channel. Part of this section is also the configuration
and setting for the communication protocols, its composition, and an example for mutual
communication between both sides (vision system and control system of robotic arm).

Section 5 deals with the experimental setup of a technical solution based on two CCD
systems, determinates its variables, and provides us with the experimental measurement
for image processing. This section also includes the necessary steps for obtaining the object
coordinates and the center of gravity from a sensed object that is also one of the leading
research goals. The verification of the proposed solution is proven by the graphical and
theoretical test of normality for each object coordinates. Section 6 focuses on summarizing
and comparing our achieved results with actual relevant research in vision systems. This
part of the article is focused on explaining the advantages and disadvantages of this
presented solution with emphasis on its applicability and further development. At the
same time, we present some professional solutions compared with our research in terms
of usability and deployment in actual conditions. Finally, the last section summarizes
realized development and research in this field and the recommendations for future work
and improvements.

2. Materials and Methods

The methodology for processing the image information obtained from the image is
currently focused on determining the position of individual parameters of the sensed
product and its comparison with the reference values of the correct product [17]. After that,
we can evaluate a geometric imagination of the object being sensed and its parameters [18].
The next step in the process supposes the movement of the reference plane to various
spacing horizontally in “x” and simultaneous measurement at the equal point with the
assignment of correct values for the translation (in pixels). In additional calculations,
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we can also state the precise value between the sensing device (camera) and our sensed
product. The correctness of this methodology is contingent on the fixation of the coordinate
“x” and “z” with the usage of (at least) two sensors that are fixed alongside. Finally,
the targeted product will be sensed, captured, and evaluated with the condition to the
intersection of sensed directions while its axes are parallel [19]. The sensor spacing between
the sensed product can be thus determined as a ratio between the spacing of the cameras
“b” and spacing from its reference plane “r” to the absolute number between the measured
translation “a” and “c” as it is given by the Equation (1):

Z =
(b× r)
|a− c| , (1)

were,

b—Spacing between the sensors,
r—Spacing of the reference and ocular plane,
a—Value measured for sensor 1,
c—Value measured for sensor 2.

We must also consider the facts during the image processing:

Resolution of the sensed product,
Value of the images per second,
Picture intensity, color, and persistence.

Based on this, we can identify two basic principles for 3D visioning.

2D sensors,
3D sensors.

2.1. 2D Sensors

Initial calibration of both 2D sensors is needed because it is only possible to state
the relevant values for the sensed products successfully. We can achieve this by setting
the 2D sensors values (calibration matrix, distortion factor) and “mutual spacing and 2D
sensors orientation”. Furthermore, epipolar geometry (which addresses two sensor issues)
is needed for the statement of the number of 3D points that we can estimate based on the
positions at 2D sensors [20]. During the determination of the search points m = [x′, y′, 1]
using the obtained picture, the following equation applies:

m = P×M (2)

where, the dot “m“ is the picture of point “M“in the surface for screening (therefore, in
the surface that is sensed by the camera system for capture). Value “P” for the projection
matrix dimension has a state 3 × 4 and shows the dependence of the actual dot with the
sensed dot as:

P = K× [I, 0] (3)

where, dimension calibration matrix “K” has a state of 3 × 3 and describes the values of
the environment and values of the 2d sensors. The followed matrix is “I”, 3 × 3 is the
dimension, and “0” is zero columns.

K =

 ax c tx
0 ay ty
0 0 1

 (4)

a—trend is scaling in axes “x” and “y” related to the 2d sensors.
t—intersection of sensed surface and visual surface.
c—Distortion parameter (usually = 0).
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Matrix “P” can be other than the higher mentioned and written representation for the
value of translation and orientation to the coordinate system. Regarding this assumption,
we can add the transformation matrix for the 2D sensor coordinate and environment surface:

P = K× [I, 0]×
[

R RC′

0 1

]
(5)

were,

R—this is the matrix 3 × 3 and explains the rotation.
C′—translation vector to the environment surface.

In such a way, we can state the value between dot “m” from the first sensed product,
allocating dot “m′” from the second sensed product. In the case of these two dots, we
propose the matrix “F” with 3 × 3:

m′T × F×m = 0 (6)

In the next step, we suggest that one of the projection matrices is allocated at the start
of the coordinate system, so that no additional activities are needed. The satisfactory result
lies in the determination of the second matrix using the dual sensors:

W =

 0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

 (7)

To achieve the success of this methodology, we need to test projection matrices at any
dot and choose the correct one. This means our selected dot must be positioned in front
of the 2D sensors. After this, we can state the coordinates of the dots (with help from the
linear method for the triangulation) and the relevant equations:

xp3T −p1T

yp3T −p2T

x′p′3T −p′1T

y′p′3T −p′2T

 (8)

By using the least square methods, we can state a resultant 3D coordinate of point “X”.
Variable’s “x” and “y” are a coordinate “pi”, which is an i-th row of matrix “P”.

A sensed product and its 3D position are crucial for picture transformation, and every
individual dot realizes it compared with the same “y” coordinate. Therefore, after we
found the corresponding dot and its row (for the second sensor), we were advised to firstly
realize the preprocessing, and only after discovering the processing process of an obtained
image [21].

2.2. 3D Sensors

A sensing system for capturing images with the help of one 3D sensor as advanced
and complex as a 3D camera system usually consists of two side-by-side cameras in
a single housing (3D-A5000 Cognex 3D camera, SICK IVC-3D, OMRON Xpectia FZD,
etc.) [22]. The aim of such devices is image obtaining and its transformation into separate
parameters (with the help of the decomposition process) to obtain the relevant information
about a product [23]. The data that we capture in such a way allows us to achieve the
advanced calculation of 3D data. We can evaluate the sensing object’s dimensions, thickness,
position, and orientation based on this data. However, this method has disadvantages.
For example, sometimes we obtain the deformation image from the sensors, but we can
measure the distorted images and repair it. Then, we evaluate the modification with
the help of calibration. Usually, these types of 3D camera systems utilize algorithms for
autocalibration or particular types of calibration, depending on the camera model, which
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includes the influence of its actual lenses [24]. So, as we know, the dependence between
geometric and the sensed product exists here; by comparing with the 3D CAD model, we
can state the correct positioning and orientation [25].

3. Setup of the Vision System

To ensure the communication quality of both the robotic system and sensing device,
they need to be proven in conjunction with standard known protocols. Currently, there
are several interfaces with principle and topology on the Ethernet, RS232, and PROFIBUS
systems, and so on. In addition, the control system of the robotic arm needs the relevant
libraries and functions to understand the commands.

The composition of the sensing principle is shown in Figure 2. The sensing process
continues with calibration. Its purpose is to determine the mathematical values inside
and outside for the lens distortion. This principle helps us state the correct dots, their
selection, and extraction from the obtained images. Transformation of the coordinate
systems precedes this step (robotic arm and sensing device) [26].
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4. Verification of Data Transfer (Communication)

Data transfer between the robotic arm and the vision system is via the RS232C commu-
nication channel. Communication at both sides is supposed (to the serial communication
channel) followed by configuration and specification of transmitting processes [27]. In the
next step, this configuration process is followed by the cold startup of the control system of
the robotic arm. Finally, the serial interface must be assigned to the operating system for the
transmission with CREAD/CWRITE usage, see Tables 1–3. Usually, this can be configured
for communication through CREAD/CWRITE according to the following scheme shown in
Figure 3.

Table 1. Configuration of the serial interface.

1. (COM3)

2. BAUD = 9600 110, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38,400, 57,600

3. CHAR_LEN = 8 7, 8

4. STOP_BIT = 1 1, 2

5. PARITY = 2 EVEN = 2, ODD = 1, NONE = 0

6. PROC = 1 3964R = 1, SRVT = 2, WTC = 3, XON/XOFF = 4
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Table 2. Configuration of transmission protocol 3964R for the data transfer.

1. (3964R)

2. CHAR_TIMEOUT = 500 msec, max. interval between two symbols

3. QUITT_TIMEOUT = 500 msec, max. waiting time at control system of a
robotic arm to symbol DLE

4. TRANS_TIMEOUT = 500 ; msec,

5. MAX_TX_BUFFER =2 1.5, max. value of cache output

6. MAX_RX_BUFFER = 10 1.20, max. value of cache input

7. SIZE_RX_BUFFER = 1.2048 dimension of receiving memory input (in bytes)

8. PROTOCOL_PRIOR = 1 HIGH = 1, LOW = 0, priority

Table 3. An example of successful communication between both systems (vision system and control
system of robotic arm).

1. DEFDAT SEND

2. DECLARATION

3. INT HANDLE

4. DECL STATE_T SW_T, SC_T

5. DECL MODUS_T, MW_T

6. ENDDAT

7. DEF SEND ()

8. INITIALIZATION

9. MW_T = #SYNC

10. INSTRUCTION

11. OPEN_P ()

12. WRITE ()

13. CLOSE_P ()

14. END
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5. Experimental Testing (Setup)

The main aim of the vision system OMRON F150-3 is its experimental testing to
verify and prove the possibilities and abilities of such a device, primarily to determine the
chosen object characteristics. This system belongs to the so-called compact vision systems,
consisting of an image information processing unit (independent of the PC), an externally
connected CCD camera, or several CCD cameras. Image information is processed and
evaluated in an external unit outside the cameras. The unit’s architecture is usually similar
to an industrial or embedded PC built on a powerful processor. This system makes it
possible to decide on a sensing object position in a working envelope followed by the
parameters of the center of gravity (x, y, and z), as one of the goals in this paper. Such
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obtained information follows the control system of the robotic arm for their successive
transposition [28]. The source point for the introduced solution consists of the realized
technical solution with the object coordinates measuring to the object to determine its center
of gravity in 3D space. By step sequencing together with the help of two CCD camera
systems, precise methodological verification of measurement was reached. The vision
systems’ key parameters (OMRON F150-3) taken into account for the present solution are
the resolution (512 × 484), the field of view (in our case = 0 because we did not use an
additional source of light), and focus (35 mm). The auxiliary light source usage makes
it possible to determine sensing objects up to 50 × 50 mm and distance up to 76 mm.
Experimental measurement requires implementing the complex control, input–output,
and communication peripherals, mainly: control system for post-processing, CCD camera
systems with 35 mmm lens, console, monitor, and corresponding cables. In addition, CCD
cameras fixation directly to the aluminum profile with modular construction is required
(see Figure 4).
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The presented and realized technical solution with the two CCD cameras assumes
such disposition to capture all object data coordinates. Thus, we try to avoid a technical
solution and such disposition where the “z” coordinate axis will not be sufficiently able to
determine shape, depth, and height of the sensing object [29]. Concerning this requirement,
the CCD cameras’ fixation at a right angle (in the mutual one) was also considered. From
the vertical CCD camera system regarding the proposed realized technical solution, it is
possible to determine the object coordinates in “x” and “y”. We evaluate the coordinate
“z” as the third supplementary axis with the help of a horizontal camera system. Table 4
shows an example of a symmetric object tested to obtain its coordinates (and subsequently
the center of gravity). Correct and incorrect sensed objects are evaluated by the correlation
factor of the camera system (inside the processing unit with a value from 84 to 100). When
results under this value were obtained, the measurement process of the camera system was
considered to be incorrect (faulty) and repeating the test was required

Table 4. Specification of the sensed object.

3D Object Ground Projection Correlation Factor
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Suppose we need to obtain relatively high accuracy of the scanned object position. In
that case, we need to eliminate the contrast factor of the object within the measured scene
as much as possible. Thus, poorly sensed objects would hardly be identifiable, and the
system would be unstable to accurately determine their shape, as shown in the left part of
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Incorrect procedures for determination of the sensed objects at the measured scene.

Obtaining the “x” and “y” coordinates is dependent on the calibration of the CCD
cameras. Their calibration is necessary and required, especially in the usage of the triangular
method. Their aim covers the reconstruction of sensed objects in order to obtain their shape
properties. The example of non-calibrated CCD cameras can be seen in the right part of
Figure 5. In the case of a sensed object moving, CCD cameras cannot determine the object’s
correct position. Therefore, it is appropriate to use the information in the form of optical
calibration tag markers that identify the sensed scene. Markers should be identifiable in
the measurement scene by their brightness profile related to the correlation factor. Using
the simple thresholding method, we assume the intensity of the marker contrast will be
higher than the contrast of all other points on the background of the measured scene [30].
A certain degree of change in the area of the marker depending on its position is natural
and results from the physical nature of the method used. Our presented solution uses a
1D photogrammetric calibration method from two known points at a stable point field, as
shown in Figure 6 (left part of the picture with two white pins).
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Necessary Steps for Coordinates of the Sensed Object

The following steps aim to describe and present the necessary activities and functions
needed for the measurement realization. Firstly, both CCD camera system (initial) calibra-
tions are essential, as illustrated in Figure 6. This step contains several subactivities such as
the vision system startup followed by CCD camera system registration and the additional
light source specification. After these subactivities, it is also necessary to realize and specify
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the processing mode type required for the following processing. Finally, by setting the
CCD camera system exposure time (in the case of more extended exposure time, the setting
will be monitor blank), we achieve picture focusing using the actual light source conditions
available in the working environment (together with the sensing object).

With the help of an accurate digital measurement instrument (in the form of the digital
caliper), we can determine the coordinates for the first calibration point, i.e.,: (x = 25 mm,
y = 10 mm, z = 15 mm). Similarly, for the second calibration point the coordinates were:
(x = 30 mm, y = 15 mm, z = 15 mm). In terms of calibration, two calibration points are
sufficient because the magnification scale in axes “x” and “y” is the same. The additional
step of the CCD camera system setting is object presence detection (if it is in the working
envelope for both CCD cameras); see the left part of Figure 7. We use the density averaging
function (that is inside the vision system) to determine the measurement area [31]. This
function compares the two pictures’ brightness and evaluates them based on the greyscale.
Following this, we determine an overall brightness average with the measurement (firstly,
for the empty area, and second for the area with the sensing object).
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Figure 7. Detection of sensed object presence.

The measurement realization verifies the sensing object detection (concerning the
actual source light conditions). First, it evaluates an overall density average at the selected
area (rectangle shape) that specifies a value of 74.451. The setting of the limit values for
the density averaging function is carried out after this process is realized (based on the
reliability of the sensing object presence or absence evaluation) [32]. Second, detection
of the sensed object gives us qualitative information about errors from the measurement
by the vision system. A failed measurement leads us to return to the initial calibration to
perform recalibration; see failed detection example of a sensed object shown in the right
part of Figure 7. An identification of coordinate axes “x” and “y” for the sensing object
is demonstrated in the next step (by using the gravity and area function). The following
fundamental step consists of calculation of the area of the sensing object that we can view
from the top. The sensing object is evaluated by white pixels (mainly, according to the light
source), and the other area is black (see left part of Figure 8).

The next step consists of the “z” axis determination of the sensing object’s shape,
depth, and height (see right part of Figure 8). Subactivities of this step also consist of a
post-processing process applied to the captured picture from the vision system in a way in
which the edge position function successfully realizes sensing the object [33]. This function
detects the sensing object’s edges, allowing sufficient contrast between the object and the
environment. By applying this process, we can evaluate (in the appropriate direction) the
edges of a sensing object in relation to the simultaneous usage of the functions “light to
dark” (the sensing object is dark, and the background is bright) or “dark to light” (the
sensing object is bright, and the background is dark).
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Finally, the last step consists of determining the center of gravity parameters for the
sensing object, which we choose by a simple mathematical operation (x, y, z/2) because
we consider the center of gravity to be at the middle of the sensed object. Information
obtained by this principle is then transferred into the computer via the RS232C serial
interface for advanced processing (transformation of the coordinates from the external
coordinate system to the coordinates of the robotic arm control system) [34]. Subactivities
of this step include transmitting coordinate information directly to the control system of
the robotic arm. We can state that a major influence on the captured results is the lighting
conditions (light uniformity) or vertical camera system distance from the sensing object.
Consequently, to verify obtained results, we carried out a test of normality [35]. We used a
graphical test of normality to verify the normality, so-called quantile–quantile plot (Q-Q
plot). If the obtained data are from the normal distribution, the points lie on a straight line
for the coordinate axis “x” to be fulfilled. The graph is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Normality test for “x” axis of sensing object.

Experimental measurements were performed for each axis of the sensing object
20 times. The measured values were statistically processed, and the normality of the
data of individual coordinates of the sensing object was verified first. Results are shown
in the graphs in Figures 9–11, where we can see that the unique points are, for the most
part, at a sufficiently small distance from the line. It, therefore, implies the normality of the
captured data.
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We perform the test of normality based on the hypothesis that the sample file with
the range n = 20 comes from the normal distribution. After the graphical test of normality
verification, we chose the level of significance α = 0.05. Then, we tested it with the zero
hypothesis H0, which means that the sample file is from the normal distribution opposite
to the alternative hypothesis H1, which comes from another distribution. Finally, the results
based on the S.W. test confirms goodness, so the selected sample file comes from the normal
distribution probability (value of tested statistics = 0.9726, p-value = 0.4335).

6. Discussion

The novelty of our proposed visioning system (compared with other available solu-
tions) combines principles of 1D photogrammetric calibration methods from two known
points at a stable point field and the use of the available packages inside the processing
unit of the vision system (such as filtering, enhance and extract edges, weak and robust
smoothing, etc.). Combining these two approaches makes it possible to create modularly
oriented recognition. We want to mention that the parameters we know are entirely suffi-
cient for the 1D photogrammetric calibration method. However, this method allows more
than two points (e.g., three, four, or more). Traditionally, 2D or 3D calibration can be used
depending on the object’s sensed size. These methodologies usually use a specific type of
calibration field (e.g., checkerboard for 2D) or 3D calibration objects (including a spatial
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object used to calibrate the camera system). The 1D photogrammetric method was chosen
because of the efficiency in calibrating our type of camera system, the known reference
coordinates of two points (point field), and the possibility of calibrating objects of our shape
and size.

The ultimate goal is to determine the necessary properties of the sensed object. The
experiments found that a sufficient correlation factor that guarantees reliable recognition
of the sensed object should be a value between 84% and 100%. Pilot communication be-
tween both systems (vision and robotic systems) was proposed and then tested through
CREAD/CWRITE commands according to the transmit protocol 3964R used for the data
transfer at our solution. It was verified and approved the successful transmission of data
after the object sensing process was submitted into the robotic system (see Table 3 with
successful and verified communication commands). The reliable usage of the assistive
commands inside the processing unit was most clearly illustrated by the clear and under-
standable image of the obtained sensed object. Furthermore, such obtained results at the
moment are well prepared for their further and deeper processing during the next phase
of development.

Currently, many vision systems are based on PC processing, complex vision systems,
or intelligent cameras. Due to the growth in popularity of advanced vision systems usage
together with their rapid advance, we attempted to develop an available solution to meet
the requirement of (trouble-free) implementation into the (mainly, but not only) automated
manufacturing workplaces and automotive industry [36]. The majority of current vision
systems consist of closed professional processing algorithms, and as such they cannot
be customized to specific situations or specific working conditions. Consequently, there
is a growing demand for price-affordable vision systems, such as the one proposed in
this paper. On the other hand, weaknesses should also be noted and mentioned in this
project. Although encouraging results are obtained from this research, there are still some
significant limitations to consider. Hopefully, the potential of new modularities for our
application will not be limited by robotic system selection. Firstly, this project will be tested
at the KUKA robotic system available at our laboratory.

To reduce single-purpose usage, it is necessary to also verify our proposed vision sys-
tem at another robotic system (to further determine reliable communication and recognition
of sensed objects). Secondly, the proposed vision system is significantly dependent on the
existing light conditions of the location where it will be implemented because we do not use
additional lightning in our proposal, therefore, it is also worth considering this aspect, as
lighting is an essential factor. Thirdly, the serial communication interface should be replaced
in the future with a more advanced system, such as ETHERNET, OPC Communication,
FIREWARE, USB, etc. The configuration process for these newer communication protocols
is much simpler because they are based on open communication standards. Usually, the
user is required to enter the IP address of the device and the appropriate port with which
they want to communicate. In addition, serial communication has a low baud rate and is
used over shorter distances.

Last but not least, we only performed experiments inside one of our laboratories.
More experiments have to be realized to compare use, further demonstration, and the
functionality of the proposed project in a diversity of conditions.

7. Conclusions

This paper proposes a reachable and fully functional vision system based on two
standard CCD cameras to provide a price–performance ratio solution for those who cannot
often invest in the newest vision technology at their workplaces. The innovation of our
proposed visioning system (compared with other available solutions) combines the princi-
ples of the 1D photogrammetric calibration method, vision system, and standard RS 232C
communication to determine the necessary properties of the sensed object. In addition,
this approach makes it possible to create modularly oriented recognition (depending on
the built-in functions of the camera system’s processor unit, of course). Furthermore, with
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the continued development of vision systems in advanced manufacturing technologies on
the one hand, and to stay competitive on the other hand, we prove the elimination of the
weakness of an object´s recognition by using the available packages allocated inside the
processing unit of the vision system (such as filtering, enhancing and extracting edges, or
weak and robust smoothing) [37]. Moreover, our new findings were validated by reliable
testing of pilot communication through CREAD/CWRITE commands (according to the
transmit protocol 3964R), determining the sufficient correlation factor that guarantees reli-
able recognition of the sensed object (84% to 100%) and by probability plots. Furthermore,
the results of our work are illustrated by experimental tests, where the feasibility of the
design is proved by obtainment of clear and stable images of the sensed object [38].

Future work consists of further and deeper image processing to determine advanced
properties (information) about sensed objects, which will probably greatly influence the
vision system performance. Consequently, exciting areas of additional research include
reducing usage of the single-purpose serial communication system and testing other
possible communication protocols (ETHERNET IP and OPC communication) with the
KUKA robotic system to verify modularity and identify additional limitations of our
proposed design.
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